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DESIGN PROJECTS- GENERAL APPROACH 

To make sure that we provide what you expect and to avoid misunderstandings I have noted 

below in more detail what we expect to do within the design fee and those other areas that we 

can also help with, for which we do charge separately. Usually this is itemised in your design 

proposal which takes precedence over this more general document, but in the absence of an 

alternative written agreement the details here act as a formal backstop. 

To ensure that design fees are set at the most appropriate level for each client and you are not 

paying for drawings and support you don’t need, we identify a critical core set of services that are 

covered within the main design fee and those that are optional additions only charged for if 

required. Where a project is stripped back to a few hours of work for the purposes of costings or a 

simpler plan, we would not expect to prepare a full set of documents unless this is specified in the 

design proposal. 

On a smaller project, the base design package is likely to be all you need to get on with the build. 

On larger ones, an interim detailing phase or build support may be needed prior to this. Most people 

find this approach reassuring, but do let us know if there are items that you know you need in the 

main package that are currently excluded.  
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WHAT THE DESIGN FEE COVERS 

A standard design pack will typically include the following documents, stripped back proposals 

with under 20 hours design time will usually focus on a more restricted set which are usually 

itemised in the proposal. Larger projects with over 60 hours design time may well include planning 

and tender documents which will be separately identified. In the absence of clarity in the design 

proposal the default set as listed below will be provided on release of the final design fee. 

DOCUMENTATION SUMMARY 

We aim to provide a self-supporting final document pack, and to focus this on what is most 

important and useful to you and your team. The main documents are listed below. Files are typically 

large PDF's so hard to show in A4, so examples of these outputs can be viewed at: sample final 

documents  (click here) 
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n • Pack of scaled 

plans and 
perspectives taken 
from the 3D 
models

• Sections are 
shown if needed

• Main materials 
and details 
identified

• Structural and 
thematic planting 
identified

• Levels are 
included if the site 
has been surveyed
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le • List of proposed 

hard landscaping 
materials (or 
annotated on plan)

• Square metreages 
of main materials 
can be identified 
for costing 
purposes

• Samples and 
options reivewed 
to suit
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s • Positions of lights, 
lumiere types, and 
proposed 
switching circuits 
identified on plan

• Irrigation tank  
and top up feed 
position 
sidentified if 
required

• Pipe runs and 
dripper/spray 
details identified
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Specimen trees 
and structural 
planting such as 
hedging identified 
individually on 
plan

• Thematic planting 
such as 
"perennials and 
shrubs for summer 
colour" identified 
on plan

• Plant by plant lists 
can be provided 
for sites with 
under 100 sqm of 
planting.  On 
larger sites this is 
treated as a 
separate design 
item and excluded 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/lkxo4xwsd5h3w0b/AACYKwtWAwSCyt7PkSz-Nqk-a?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/lkxo4xwsd5h3w0b/AACYKwtWAwSCyt7PkSz-Nqk-a?dl=0
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OUTPUT FORMATS 

During the design process, we will come and share with you a 3D model of your garden on a 

laptop and with hardcopy. We will at times use a range of media, email works well, and we can 

export most models to an iPad viewer for home use. Examples of these outputs (from a range of 

scales and stages of the designs) can be viewed at:  Render outputs  (click on link) 

I have also included a few below: 

 

 

   

Formal final documents are provided in scaled PDF, these are supported by perspective views and 

other key images, usually also in PDF. Other formats may be available, do let us know in advance if 

you have a particular requirement so that we can check that this is possible.  

 

WHAT THE DESIGN FEE DOES NOT COVER: 

LIMITLESS ROUNDS OF CHANGES/MEETINGS! 

Drawings are usually refined through a couple of rounds of main changes. If you add major 
features at a late stage (“what about the squash court/swimming pool?”) or simply can't reach 
agreement, then we may need to charge for our time to capture these. Changes may be trivial in 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/xydgu4sqmps3j5s/AAAnrZPVYkpdQwrZKzr_ju2ma?dl=0
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the case of a larger and level site, but could require a complete redesign if the site is tight on 
space or on a slope. Similarly, we love to discuss our designs and to meet with our clients and their 
builders, but this can get very time consuming and we do need to charge for all on site meetings 
with your build team. 
 

MEETING A TARGET BUILD BUDGET  

Our approach is to put as much information and control into your hands as possible- we will 
design to your stated needs first and foremost. We will be mindful of budgetary constraints in 
terms of where the design is pitched (“push the boat out” versus “rein it back to the essentials”), 
but we owe it to our clients to be clear that we can’t predict the cost total until the design is 
complete. This circularity can sometimes be frustrating as a number of iterations may be needed 
to reach a budget/design combination that suits. Very rarely, the conclusion can be that the client 
does not feel they can achieve sufficient of the design within their budget to be happy to proceed 
at all. Usually a good approach can be found, but it does require some compromise and trade-offs 
to be made, and sometimes a complete change of plan -only you can decide if these achieve what 
you want. Whilst we understand this can be disappointing- we can't guarantee to create a garden 
that meets all your aspirations for any given budget. The tighter the budget, the more likely it is 
that this will be the case. We will put time and effort in to help you with this but cannot always 
pull a rabbit out of the hat- we will still need to charge our full agreed design fees should the 
rabbit not appear! 

 

TIMINGS  

Timings can cause friction in many businesses and we do our utmost to deliver what we say, when 
we say we will do it. Unless specified in the design proposal however, timings are not part of our 
contract. We take our cue on urgency from our clients and work hard to deliver to your needs. We 
are sure you will understand that we cannot know what is going on in your lives and therefore 
cannot always prepare. If you have been taking your time for several months and then spring a 
deadline on us we may not always be able to hit it. Processes that stop and start are a fact of all of 
our lives and we will actively assist, but we cannot always free up time at exactly the moment that 
you are back on track. To help manage your expectations, there tends to be a rush of work (and 
therefore an extension of deadlines) in the run up to Christmas and around RHS Chelsea (End May 
through June), we do not grind to a halt, and will be warning you if we are running into this 
period. Do talk to us as early as possible if these are likely to be your crunch times so that we can 
block some time out if possible. 
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Once your design is complete you may ask us to prepare costings. Unless noted otherwise in the 
design proposal, this is not part of the formal design package but an optional extra. We are 
brilliant at what we do but are not always the right choice for certain projects and we therefore 
reserve the right not to quote for your work if we believe we cannot offer you good value. As a 
guide, if you have not been explicitly charged for this service it is entirely outside of the design 
package. Design invoices do need to be settled based on the design works completed, not the 
costings discussions which may continue for some time! 
 
 

A DRAWN PLANTING PLAN 

Identification of key structural and thematic planting is usually part of the design fee. We usually 
expand on this with indicative suggested plant species. We can also provide a plant listing by bed 
if desired as part of the fees for smaller plots (this would be excluded on stripped back proposals 
of less than 20 hours design time). We do not, within the main design fee, provide drawn planting 
plans as this is rarely helpful to most clients, it does not get the best effect (I am happy to explain 
why) and therefore allowing for our time to do it is a poor use of your budget. In most cases our 
time is better spent getting the plants selected in an interactive and visual process with you, 
followed by physically selecting the plants and laying them out on site in planting position. Rest 
assured that if you want a list you can have one- our experience just says that you get better 
results by other means. 
 

BUILD PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT 

We love to take designs right through to build, and consider ourselves real experts in this process. 
You will have access to the whole Cool Gardens team which includes a well-staffed project office, 
sourcing and materials expertise, and project management professionals. Whilst we do charge for 
our time to provide this project support, we simply charge on an hourly rate or a build percentage 
so it is very flexible. Local site visits and all other support (follow up design, sourcing, and project 
management) are currently charged at £102 per hour for London and the home counties plus a 
travel allowance to be agreed. 
 

ADDITIONAL DRAWINGS 

Masterplans are intended to be a good, scaled, guide as to how the finished garden is to look, and 
are generally sufficient for a competent landscaper to go forward and build from. Where there are 
bespoke features (such as garden studios, outdoor kitchens, play areas, and water features) in the 
design, our drawings show a level of detail that would allow a skilled landscaper sufficient 
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information to then devise an appropriate build methodology and source or build the feature, or 
for a specialist contractor to provide a quotation for you. If you are not using a specialist, or if you 
would like more of our input into the detail of these features then additional detailing may well 
be required. This will almost always be the case for bespoke structures, water features, and 
buildings, although there are plenty of companies that will offer off the shelf solutions for these. 
Since these decisions are often iterative and can have design and cost implications, we do think it 
critical that you have a detailed dialogue with your builder (unless we are being asked to project 
manage the build in which case we can undertake this for you).  
Should you require detailed construction drawings or build methodology on any part of the design 
for a third party, we will be delighted to produce these at our normal rates.  
 

HIGH RESOLUTION OUTPUTS AND MARKETING DOCUMENTS 

We can produce high resolution drawings, animations and renders for marketing and sale 
purposes, and may include a few of these as part of the chosen final output package depending 
on the nature of the design. If you would like more of these, or a specific marketing package for 
web or hard copy we are experienced at producing them and will be delighted to cost up some 
options for you 
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PART 2- FINANCES AND TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

FINANCES 

We are a professional organisation with agreed fees and services. We are VAT registered, so all 
our fees do incur VAT at the standard rates. We do not offer account facilities and ask that all 
invoices are settled promptly please. Unless agreed otherwise, this will be a 50% deposit prior to 
commencement, a stage payment of 25% on delivery of the preliminary designs, and a final 
invoice on delivery of final designs (even if you are still discussing costings with us or someone 
else, or if you decide not to proceed at all for any reason). We ask our support staff to chase 
invoices promptly.  
 
We have different terms for landscaping projects and an agreed ceiling on debt exposure which 
will need to be agreed prior to commencement. 
 

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS- DESIGN PROJECTS 

 

Please read, sign and date prior to commencement of works 

DESIGN PROPOSAL 

In addition to your detailed design proposal (which captures the key elements of the design process and commonly 

asked questions as they relate to your project) we ask all our clients to understand and sign our general terms and 

conditions which are below. These may or may not be relevant to your project specifically, but aim to cover the wide 

range of possibilities and unexpected outcomes that a design project can lead us into. Should you feel any of these are 

at odds with details stated in the main proposal we invite you to inform us prior to signing. In the event of a dispute 

the details below will take precedence. 

THE DESIGN AND BUILD PROCESS 

1. A design survey is completed to the accuracy required to complete the designs and is not a full land survey 
(which has a different purpose and cost). Even when we can use a detailed surveyor’s map, some areas may 
be inaccessible and inaccuracies are not uncommon. We cannot take responsibility for the impact of minor 
changes to the design that may be required to reflect real site conditions, or for errors in surveys that may 
cause knock on impacts to our build or elsewhere. 

2. Designs are provided to give clear guidance to the builder and a good impression of the final result. It is usual 
to make minor changes to the layout to suit the detail of the ground and materials. You will be consulted if 
these are material, and all efforts made to stick closely to the original concept. We cannot however be held 
responsible for minor variances that are judged to be appropriate given real site conditions. 

3. We provide early designs and update through an iterative and interactive process with you to achieve the 
desired results. This process is guided by you and your input and within reason we continue until you are 
happy with the result. Timings are therefore non-contractual unless a specific deadline is agreed in writing. 
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Designs often change on site during a build (by ourselves or others)- it is not always practical or desirable to 
keep updating drawings to reflect this and the time to make these changes is not included within our design 
package unless otherwise stated. 

4. We charge entirely separately for design work and this is treated as a standalone project. As stated in the 
design proposal, should the build costings not come in at the budget you desire we are happy to provide 
additional options to drop the budget, but cannot guarantee to hit a particular number since the costs are 
dependent both upon your design choices and the quotes we receive from third parties. Should you not 
achieve the budget level you are happy with the design fee will still be due. Unless otherwise agreed we will 
ask that the design invoice is settled prior to providing costings if we are asked to do this.  

5. Natural parts of a garden, such as planting, woodlands and meadows are hard to show effectively in CAD 
work, and this can be better shown using practical “on the ground” approaches and mood-boards assisted by 
simple plan layouts. We will explore a range of output formats to meet your requirements. In larger and more 
mature gardens we do not, unless otherwise agreed, undertake to mark every tree and plant that is currently 
there in a cost-effective manner and expect to work with you to capture this information in a way that works 
well for you. In heavily wooded areas it may be that a third-party tree survey is required to mark on all trees, 
although this is often not essential if the plan is not to change these significantly. Unless otherwise clearly 
stated our proposals do not include the cost of such a survey and this would not form part of a standard 
“design survey”. 

 

COMPLAINTS OR DISPUTES 

6. If you have a complaint about our work, we ask that you inform us immediately. This will allow us to ensure 
that the any necessary steps are taken to address any concerns as soon as possible.  

 

STRUCTURAL AND PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS 

7. Where we work on a roof terrace we rely on the client to assure themselves that the structure is suitable for 
a garden and for the work that will be carried out. We advise the consultation of a structural engineer. On a 
roof terrace or elsewhere, we cannot be held responsible for failures to existing structures, waterproofing, 
drainage or electrics that occur during or following our work unless caused by our negligence or poor 
workmanship. 

8. We will advise you if we are aware of any planning issues or areas that can cause friction with neighbours, but 
we are not planning experts and you are ultimately responsible for checking that local planning restrictions 
are met and that neighbours are consulted if needed. Planning authorities should always be consulted when 
considering a roof terrace, garden structures, or changes to boundary treatments or site access. Changes to 
the designs required as a result of planning issues may have to be charged for. We do also need to charge for 
additional drawings or meetings that arise from planning requests or issues. 

9. A structural engineer should design retaining walls above 0.6m. We will advise on construction methods for 
structures up to this height but are not qualified to design larger structures. If the client wishes us to proceed 
in the absence of an engineers’ design it must be clearly at the client’s risk. We cannot be held responsible for 
any damage or repairs however caused. 

 

FINANCES 
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10. Our financial terms are usually detailed in our quotation. Unless otherwise stated all payments are due within 
7 days of invoice and on the following payment schedule:  50% of the total fees are at booking, 25% on delivery 
of initial plans and a final payment prior to providing costing information. We are happy to produce a 
completion pack at this stage if desired, although many clients prefer to wait until after the costings as we are 
happy (at our discretion) to provide adjustments that are informed by the budget discussion without 
additional charge. 

11. Invoicing is carried out to you personally or if you represent a company or other entity we will invoice per 
your instructions. Please be aware that we can only be guided by you personally as to who it is appropriate to 
invoice and who you legally represent. It is hereby stated that the responsibility for repayment of all monies 
owed to Cool Gardens Landscaping will in all cases revert to the signatory of these terms and conditions should 
our standard payment terms not be met. 

12. Overdue invoices will incur an interest charge at the prevailing rate and may be subject to factoring with our 
bank, or handing to a collection agency. To maintain competitive prices, we have a very strict programme of 
debt recovery, and factoring or a debt collection agency will be used to recover any debt over 28 days- their 
expenses will be charged to the client and by agreeing to these terms and conditions you agree to accept 
these charges in addition to the outstanding invoice value. 

13. Should you choose to halt the work at any other time during the design process the full design fee will be due, 
apart from by agreement with ourselves.  

14. Cool Gardens Landscaping and Cool Gardens Maintenance are both VAT registered limited companies. That 
means that we must charge VAT at the prevailing rate regardless of how you wish to pay us. New builds are 
often VAT exempt for landscaping works but not for professional fees. Should you declare a VAT exemption it 
is for you to assure yourself that this is indeed correct- should a later VAT liability become apparent the liability 
remains yours and we will have the right to ask you for reimbursement. 
 
 

FLOOD, FAMINE, PESTILENCE! 

15. Force Majeure-A party is not liable for failure to perform the party's obligations if such failure is as a result of 
Acts of God (including fire, flood, earthquake, storm, hurricane or other natural disaster), war, invasion, act 
of foreign enemies, hostilities (regardless of whether war is declared), civil war, rebellion, revolution, 
insurrection, military or usurped power or confiscation, terrorist activities, nationalisation, government 
sanction, blockage, embargo, labour dispute, strike, lockout or interruption or failure of electricity or 
telephone service. No party is entitled to terminate this Agreement in such circumstances. 

16. If a party asserts Force Majeure as an excuse for failure to perform the party's obligation, then the 
nonperforming party must prove that the party took reasonable steps to minimize delay or damages caused 
by foreseeable events, that the party substantially fulfilled all non-excused obligations, and that the other 
party was timely notified of the likelihood or actual occurrence of an event described in Clause 15 (Force 
Majeure) 
 


